
AVOIDING SLOW PLAY   MOBridge 

Fast(er) Players are not that much faster than Slow(er) Players. 

They just tend to do less things that slow down the game. 

 

Slow(er) players are more likely to be not ready to bid, play, or even start a hand.  Why?  

1) They are writing in their scorecards when they should be taking their cards from a 

board, making a call, playing a card, or entering information into the BridgeMate. 

2) They are discussing results when they should be taking their cards from a board. 

3) They are entering information in the BridgeMate, when they should be leading, 

displaying the dummy, or playing a card 

4) They are not ready to start a round promptly, for non-bridge reasons 

 

What can we do to waste less time? 

If you are the Opening Leader:  Your only task is to make the opening lead. 

Do not write in your scorecard.  Do not enter any information in the BridgeMate. 

Place your opening lead face down.  Allow your partner and / or declarer to ask any 

questions they may have.  Then, face your opening lead. 

It takes 5-10 seconds for Dummy to display their hand properly. Most good declarers 

take at least 15 seconds to study the dummy, make a plan, ask about defenders’ carding.  

That is plenty of time for you to do the other stuff. 

If you are the Dummy:  Your immediate task is to display your dummy properly 

Do not write in your scorecard.  Do not enter any information in the BridgeMate. 

You will have plenty of time during the play of the hand to do the other stuff. 

At the end of the hand: 

The BridgeMate Operator’s only task is to complete the data entry and have opponent 

accept.  Do not enter anything into your scorecard, or discuss the hand, until you have 

done this. 

Be Ready to start next round promptly 

If you are an EW pair waiting to go to a table that is still playing after a round has been 

called, be ready when they finish – do not wander off 

If you are a NS pair waiting for an EW pair that is still playing after a round has been 

called, be ready when they finish – do not wander off 



Some things to keep in mind 

Claiming ( and conceding ) speeds up the game.  We understand that experienced players 

are more comfortable doing this, but playing out all 52 cards is often unnecessary. 

We all like to discuss the results, but anything more than 10 seconds is excessive 

between hands and anything at all is unacceptable, if your table is behind. 

Players are required to shuffle their cards, before returning them to the pocket of the 

board.  2 or 3 shuffles will suffice.  More than that slows down the game. 

 

It is understood that difficult hands will come up, both in bidding in play, that will take 

longer than others to complete, but: 

Actively ethical players make a concerted effort to catch up, once they have fallen 

behind, regardless of the reason for their lateness. 

 

If a table is late finishing ( after round has been called ) 

Get the result into the BM, accepted, and move on.  No time wasting.  See # 1-4 Above 

 

If a table is late starting a round:  All 4 players are responsible for getting caught up, 

regardless of who was at fault for the delay. No time wasting. See # 1-4 Above 

Comments to Director, such as “It’s not our fault” or “They were late” do not help 

 

It is considered poor etiquette to ask for boards from another table, before a round is 

called. 

It is a violation of procedure for a NS pair to not pass completed  boards to the next 

table, after a round has been called. 
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